
You’re in control of your security system, cameras and home automation 
devices through our innovative product range. 

We can protect what matters most from the inside of 
your property to the perimeter, whether you’re at 
home or away, with our range of 
apps and smart security solutions.

Your all-in-one wireless 
security solution

Control security, automation and video from your 
AndroidTablet and the HomeControlHUB app.



Take control with the AndroidTablet and HomeControlHUB 
Enjoy a completely unified experience, with the AndroidTablet and 
HomeControlHUB app. 
You can control your security system, cameras and smart home devices from one 
interface, making the concept of convenient control of your entire security and 
home automation a reality.

Automate your life with smart home devices
Switch devices on and off right from the HomeControlHUB dashboard or the 
dedicated Automation page. 
In addition to the manual on/off control the smart home devices can 
be activated on a calendar schedule set up either by the security 
professional or the end user; this could be to turn individual devices on 
and off at specific times or days for example bringing on a lamp in the 
evening to make the home more welcoming as the occupier returns. 
Scenes can also be created to perform a collection of tasks together 
creating a single control resulting in a group of actions such as switching off all of 
the downstairs lighting when the user goes to bed.

Complete visibility around your property and the
ability to take action
Grab the AndroidTablet and open HomeControlHUB to access your 
cameras and take action by manually activating the system’s loud siren to 
startle and discourage potential intruders. You can view up to 16 cameras 
through your tablet for complete peace of mind.

Protect what’s on your drive as well 
as what’s in your property
Our systems can be set up to protect 
cars, vans, caravans and any other 
movable vehicles whilst it is parked at 
your home, ensuring you’re notified 
via our smartphone app if anything 
untoward happens.

More than just security
We can protect you, your family and your home from all types of fire 
and carbon monoxide gas leaks through our range of safety sensors. 
Panic buttons can be set up in case of medical issues or emergencies, 
and our detectors can be programmed to alert you if an elderly relative 
has not moved about their property for a pre detemined amount of time, 
promoting independent living.

Protection at the perimeter 
It’s not just inside your home that’s protected, the system 
allows devices to be installed across your entire perimeter to 
cover gardens, outbuildings, drives and more.
Speak to your security installer and they can deliver a 
system that detects intruders and alerts you via the smart 
device app, before a break-in can even be attempted.
Detection alerts can also be accompanied by short video 
clips from cameras overlooking the same area when 
compatible cameras are used.
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